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Myths and Mysteries of Same-Sex Love
Christine Downing 2006 "Myths and Mysteries of Same-Sex Love makes a powerful statement about the realities of gay and lesbian psyche. A gay and lesbian psychic perspective may at first be startling, but once examined, it proves to be unforgettable." -The Advocate

Wisdom's Daughters Cathy Pagano 2013 Wisdom is Women’s Gift to the World. In the many cultural stories that speak about the changing of the ages, it is always Feminine Spirit which brings about the transition to new life, for Feminine Spirit knows the rhythms of life, death, and rebirth and is the “opener of the way.” In times of cultural transformation, it is also our right-brain, feminine consciousness that is our best guide, for it opens us to the creative imagination, the realm of possibility. The return of the Goddess awakens the transformative energy that births the changing of the ages. In the western story of worldwide spiritual transformation, there is a powerful image of Cosmic Woman, an image of the archetypal Feminine Spirit who transforms and gives birth to this new age. And her archetypal image gives us instructions for opening to and incarnating wisdom. This image of the awakening Feminine Spirit is an image of the Conscious Woman: a woman, clothed with the sun, standing on the moon, crowned with stars, who is in labor, giving birth to a savior. In earlier times and different traditions, this archetypal image was understood as Lady Wisdom. Today I feel this Goddess image of conscious woman can be incarnated by women everywhere. This woman clothed with the sun is Lady Wisdom, who calls all women to become her daughters. “I love Cathy’s insights into fairy tales, mythology, dreams, astrological energies, and archetypes. She makes sense of how our lives are impacted by these complex yet very beautiful elements, making them accessible and keeping them profound. Her wisdom can only enhance anyone lucky enough to have crossed her path.” –Alix Toland, Artist & Creator of Color-Scope: An Astrological Mandala

Dream Symbols Klaus Vollmar 2007 More than 2,000 objects and images you may encounter in your dreams get expert explanations in this huge, unique, up-to-date reference. The entries
cover the full range of dream images, from an evening gown (symbolizing culture, beauty, enjoyment, and passion) to leaving on a trip (escape from stress, overwork, conflict); from an eagle (power, freedom, immortality, spirit) to amputation (losing something valuable, feeling that one’s needs are ignored). Learn to look at your dreams from a different perspective, and see how they can help you make decisions or try new adventures. Scan the entries that remind you of dreams you’ve had in the past, and look up dreams whose meaning might seem obvious to get other possible interpretations.

The Use of Native-American Mythologies in the Poetry of Gary Snyder William Jungels 1973
Finding Our Way Through the Dark Demetra George 2008
The Functions of Role-Playing Games Sarah Lynne Bowman 2010-04-13 This study takes an analytical approach to the world of role-playing games, providing a theoretical framework for understanding their psychological and sociological functions. Sometimes dismissed as escapist and potentially dangerous, role-playing actually encourages creativity, self-awareness, group cohesion and "out-of-the-box" thinking. The book also offers a detailed participant-observer ethnography on role-playing games, featuring insightful interviews with 19 participants of table-top, live action and virtual games.
A Woman's Book of Life Joan Borysenko 1996 Using recent hormonal and neurological research, the author shows how women can use mood swings and life changes to achieve greater health and well being
Coloring Mandalas 1 Susanne F. Fincher 2000-11-14 Drawing the traditional circular designs known as mandalas is a meditative practice, a healing exercise in times of crisis, and a pleasurable act of creativity. As a symbol of the Self, the mandala provides a connection to our innermost being. The forty-eight drawings presented here for coloring include designs inspired by forms of nature, Native American and Tibetan sand paintings, Hindu yantras, Turkish mosaics, the illuminations of Hildegarde of Bingen, and the art of M.C. Escher. These mandalas are organized according to the Great Round of Mandala, a scheme of twelve archetypal stages that represents a complete cycle of personal growth. Thus, to do the coloring book from start to finish will carry the reader through a balanced experience of change, guided by the accompanying text.
Everything Meditation Rosemary Clark 2002-12-01 A guide to meditation practices includes discussion of the medical benefits, posture, breathing techniques, visualization, meditative dance, and group meditation for team sports.
The Psychology of Kundalini Yoga C. G. Jung 1999-07-21 "Kundalini yoga presented Jung with a model of something that was almost completely lacking in Western psychology--an account of the development phases of higher consciousness.... Jung's insistence on the psychogenic and symbolic significance of such states is even more timely now than then. As R. D. Laing stated... 'It was Jung who broke the ground here, but few followed him.'"--From the introduction by Sonu Shamdasani
Jung's seminar on Kundalini yoga, presented to the Psychological Club in Zurich in 1932, has been widely regarded as a milestone in the psychological understanding of Eastern thought and of the symbolic transformations of inner experience. Kundalini yoga presented Jung with a model for the developmental phases of higher consciousness, and he
interpreted its symbols in terms of the process of individuation. With sensitivity toward a new generation's interest in alternative religions and psychological exploration, Sonu Shamdasani has brought together the lectures and discussions from this seminar. In this volume, he re-creates for today's reader the fascination with which many intellectuals of prewar Europe regarded Eastern spirituality as they discovered more and more of its resources, from yoga to tantric texts. Reconstructing this seminar through new documentation, Shamdasani explains, in his introduction, why Jung thought that the comprehension of Eastern thought was essential if Western psychology was to develop. He goes on to orient today's audience toward an appreciation of some of the questions that stirred the minds of Jung and his seminar group: What is the relation between Eastern schools of liberation and Western psychotherapy? What connection is there between esoteric religious traditions and spontaneous individual experience? What light do the symbols of Kundalini yoga shed on conditions diagnosed as psychotic? Not only were these questions important to analysts in the 1930s but, as Shamdasani stresses, they continue to have psychological relevance for readers on the threshold of the twenty-first century. This volume also offers newly translated material from Jung's German language seminars, a seminar by the indologist Wilhelm Hauer presented in conjunction with that of Jung, illustrations of the cakras, and Sir John Woodroffe's classic translation of the tantric text, the Sat-cakra Nirupana. 

Forthcoming Books

Rose Arny 2003
*The Maya Book of Life* Michael Owen 2011-03

*THE MAYA BOOK OF LIFE: UNDERSTANDING THE XULTUN TAROT* is the companion book to the Xultun Tarot Classic Edition. It explores the archetypes and alchemy of the major arcanas of the Xultun Tarot through indigenous teachings and the analytical psychology of C G Jung and casts new light on the meaning of 2012. The Xultun Tarot was created by Peter Balin in 1976 based on images from Maya history and culture. Taken from a single painting, it is the only tarot deck where the major arcanas form a complete picture. This picture is a symbolic image of the alchemical marriage of spirit and matter and a map of what Jung called the individuation process. Only 500 copies of the original Xultun Tarot were ever printed. Now Kahurangi Press (xultun.com) has recreated this classic, long out-of-print deck true to its original large size and vibrant colours together with a book that explains the profound symbolism of the cards. Michael Owen is a clinical psychologist in private practice and author of Jung and the Native American Moon Cycles. He lives in New Zealand.

Shakespeare's Syzygy of Meaning

Finding Meaning with Mandalas-A Therapist's Guide to Creating Mandalas with Children

Tracy Turner-Bumberry LPC, RPT-S 2015-06-24 This book will give therapists valuable insight into the history and meaning of mandalas, as well as common shapes, colours and themes surrounding these designs. Fifty mandala interventions are included for clients to complete, as well as guidelines on when to use this intervention and how to introduce, create and process each mandala session. Mandala creations are fun, meaningful and beautiful works of art for clients of all ages.---back cover.

The Encyclopedia of North American Indian Wars, 1607–1890

Spencer Tucker 2011-09-30 This encyclopedia provides a broad, in-depth, and
multidisciplinary look at the causes and effects of warfare between whites and Native Americans, encompassing nearly three centuries of history. **Jung and the Native American Moon Cycles** Michael Owen 2002 Jung and the Native American Moon Cycles describes the life of C. G. Jung as seen through the lens of the Moon Cycles, a Native American teaching about the archetypal influences and forces that affect us at different times in our lives. Through this lens we see how the rhythm of Jung's life coincided with the great events of the 20th century. This book offers new insights into Jung's life and death, and provides a fascinating perspective on some of Jung's more important dreams. It also unexpectedly casts new light on Jung's fateful associations with Freud and Picasso and the controversial areas of his life, particularly his relationships with women and his supposed anti-Semitism. Michael Owen also shows how readers will be able to place the events of their own lives on the Moon Cycles of the Native American Medicine Wheel, gaining a new perspective into the births and deaths in their life (inner and outer). They will see what learning periods are ahead of them, and understand the critical importance of the nine-month and three-year cycles. Some of the "patterns of time" and other insights revealed: * Both Jung's parents were the thirteenth and youngest in their families. * Freud died twenty-seven years almost to the day after he fainted in Jung's presence and said "How sweet it must be to die." * Jung dreamt of the firebombing of Dresden twenty-seven years before it happened. * Jung's writings about Picasso and its relationship to Jung's death. **The Red Swan** John Bierhorst 1976-05-01 The best of the American Indian myths are works of art, blending form and content into an organic whole in which the great themes of human experience are interwoven much as they are in a memorable short story or novella. But if the underlying themes are similar, the metaphorical and narrative conventions are vastly different; and it is this aesthetic gap that critic John Bierhorst intends to bridge in this companion volume to his well-known anthology *In the Trail of the Wind: American Indian Poems and Ritual Orations*. Over forty cultures, including the Eskimo, the Iroquois, the Navajo, the Maya, and the Bororo, are here represented by sixty-four carefully selected myths and tales. Yet The Red Swan will be valued not so much for its scope or its quantity as for the superb quality of the stories themselves. Among the classic narratives included are "The Fight of the Quetzalcoatl" (Aztec), "The Rival Chiefs" (Kwakiutl), "The Hungry Old Woman" (Anambe), "Two Friends" (Greenland Eskimo), and "The Red Swan" (Chippewa). A number of the translations, the work of such ethnographers as Franz Boas, James Teit, and George Bird Grinnell, have been left untouched; others have been expertly revised; and some of the selections--all of which deserve to be much better known--appear in English for the first time. **Man and His Symbols** Carl G. Jung 1968-08-15 The landmark text about the inner workings of the unconscious mind—from the symbolism that unlocks the meaning of our dreams to their effect on our waking lives and artistic impulses—featuring more than a hundred images that break down Carl Jung’s revolutionary ideas “What emerges with great clarity from the book is that Jung has done immense service both to psychology as a science and to our general understanding of man in society.”
Guardian “Our psyche is part of nature, and its enigma is limitless.” Since our inception, humanity has looked to dreams for guidance. But what are they? How can we understand them? And how can we use them to shape our lives? There is perhaps no one more equipped to answer these questions than the legendary psychologist Carl G. Jung. It is in his life’s work that the unconscious mind comes to be understood as an expansive, rich world just as vital and true a part of the mind as the conscious, and it is in our dreams—those personal, integral expressions of our deepest selves—that it communicates itself to us. A seminal text written explicitly for the general reader, Man and His Symbols is a guide to understanding the symbols in our dreams and using that knowledge to build fuller, more receptive lives. Full of fascinating case studies and examples pulled from philosophy, history, myth, fairy tales, and more, this groundbreaking work—profusely illustrated with hundreds of visual examples—offers invaluable insight into the symbols we dream that demand understanding, why we seek meaning at all, and how these very symbols affect our lives. By illuminating the means to examine our prejudices, interpret psychological meanings, break free of our influences, and recenter our individuality, Man and His Symbols proves to be decades after its conception—a revelatory, absorbing, and relevant experience.

The Leadership Wheel C. Clinton Sidle 2015-03-03 A groundbreaking five-step framework for leadership transformation by a top consultant and a fresh approach for today’s rapidly changing business world, The Leadership Wheel offers a vehicle for personal and organizational change. Sidle’s dynamic plan begins with a look into the inner work of leaders—the work of personal development—and then it turns to external challenges—of developing healthy relationships, teams, and organizations. Sidle reveals a unique and powerful system already embraced by companies around the world, with examples of leaders such as David Neeleman at JetBlue, and transformative exercises.

Myths and Tales of the American Indians John Bierhorst 1992 Over forty cultures are represented by sixty-four selected myths and tales.

Reworking Race Moon-Kie Jung 2006 25 Documents and Speeches Every American Should Own.

Wild Witch Marian Green 2019-10-01 A practical guide for bringing magic into your life using plants and herbs, the seasons, and the natural elements A “wild witch” is someone who has discovered the true source of magic. She finds her magic in the elements of the earth, the ways of healing herbs and scented flowers, the ocean’s tides, the cycle of the moon, and the energies of the planets. By becoming intimate with nature, a wild witch comes to see the living spirits in all things—everything is alive. She learns that these spirits must be honored and then they will act as trustworthy guides. In essence a wild witch is a child of nature, a wise woman, a lore master, and a healer. In this book you will learn how to use: Herbs, plants, and trees The element of fire through candle magic and spell casting The hidden spirit of water through purification, dosing, and scrying The language of flowers and scents The rhythms of nature, the seasons’ cycles, and rituals of sacred days Embrace your wild witch and rediscover the natural magic in your life.

State of White Supremacy Moon-Kie Jung 2011-03-07 State of White Supremacy investigates how race functions as an enduring logic of
governance in the United States, perpetually generating and legitimating racial hierarchy and privilege.

Ted Hughes Leonard M. Scigaj 1991 Traces the life and career of the English poet, examines his artistic development, and discusses how his work was influenced by his childhood experiences in Yorkshire and his study of Eastern philosophy

What If I Whispered Your Name? Anne Pieterse 2011-04-29 What if, you brought me a white rose And placed the petals around my heart; And then promised me We would never ever part~ Whisper, by Anne Pieterse In 1998, Anne Pieterse and her husband took their family on a beach holiday. Tragically their youngest son Kristo was swept away one day and they never saw him again. Numb with pain, Anne's own grief and the betrayal of those closest to her dragged her on a downward spiral into a soul-destroying depression. It was a long journey through to the other side of grief in which she also had an affair and dramatic encounter with those who endured the 2004 South Asian Tsunami. But after much soul searching Anne discovered the source that would propel her back into a positive appreciation of life, love, nature and self. Rich with poetry and vivid descriptions of her life, Journeying Beyond Grief is a moving account of Anne's heartache, how she faced her demons and moved on. Powerful, challenging and inspiring, What if I whispered your name should motivate and encourage others undertaking a similar journey.

The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious C.G. Jung 2014-12-18 The concept of 'Archetypes' and the hypothesis of 'A Collective Unconscious' are two of Jung's better known and most exciting ideas. In this volume - taken from the Collected Works and appearing in paperback for the first time - Jung describes and elaborates the two concepts. Three essays establish the theoretical basis which are then followed by essays on specific archetypes. The relation of these to the process of individuation is examined in the last section. The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious is one of Jung's central works. There are many illustrations in full colour.

Arts Integration and Young Adult Literature Rebecca Maldonado 2021-07-15 This book combines two research-based concepts, arts integration and the use of young adult literature, to provide activities and instructional strategies to boost students' communication, reading, and thinking skills

The British National Bibliography Arthur James Wells 2004

Foundation and Form in Jungian Sandplay Lenore Steinhardt 2000 Steinhardt presents sandplay therapy in an art therapy setting. She begins by outlining the principles and practicalities of sandplay therapy and explaining the importance of the specifically blue tray and other materials used. She provides a history of art therapy and sandplay therapy, and the previous literature and thinking in these fields.

From the Brink Paul W. Ashton 2018-02-10 A commonly encountered experience of both analyst and analysand is that of the void. It is spoken about at different stages of therapy and refers to experiences that have different origins. Sometimes the experience of the void is around a relatively limited aspect of the psyche but at other times the void seems much more global and threatens to engulf the entire personality; the whole individual psyche then seems threatened by the possibility of dissolution into
nothingness. The void experience may result from the early failure of external objects to meet the needs of the developing ego, which leads to the sorts of primitive terrors that Winnicott described, or it may result when the Self itself seems threatened with annihilation, which may be more to do with a rupturing of the ego-Self axis. In the first case the fear is of disintegration, whereas in the second the experience is one of the living dead, as though the individual is cut off from her life source. But more than that, the intrusion of the void into the conscious experience of so many of us implies that its occurrence is not only the result of severe trauma but also a necessary aspect of the individuation process. Drawing on the writings of Jung and post-Jungians, and Psychoanalytic thinkers such as Bion, Winnicott and Bick, as well as on poetry, mythology and art, and illustrating these ideas with dreams and other material drawn from his practice, the author here attempts to illuminate some of the compartments of that immense space. 

**Jung and Ecopsychology**

Dennis L. Merritt 2012-01 This volume examines the evolution of the Western dysfunctional relationship with the environment, explores the theoretical framework and concepts of Jungian ecopsychology, and describes how it could be applied to psychotherapy, our educational system, and our relationship with indigenous people.

**Beneath the Surface of White Supremacy**

Moon-Kie Jung 2015-05-06 Racism has never been simple. It wasn't more obvious in the past, and it isn't less potent now. From the birth of the United States to the contemporary police shooting death of an unarmed Black youth, Beneath the Surface of White Supremacy investigates ingrained practices of racism, as well as unquestioned assumptions in the study of racism, to upend and deepen our understanding. In Moon-Kie Jung's unsettling book, Dred Scott v. Sandford, the notorious 1857 Supreme Court case, casts a shadow over current immigration debates and the "war on terror." The story of a 1924 massacre of Filipino sugar workers in Hawai'i pairs with statistical relentlessness of Black economic suffering to shed light on hidden dimensions of mass ignorance and indifference. The histories of Asians, Blacks, Latina/os, and Natives relate in knotty ways. State violence and colonialism come to the fore in taking measure of the United States, past and present, while the undue importance of assimilation and colorblindness recedes. Ultimately, Jung challenges the dominant racial common sense and develops new concepts and theory for radically rethinking and resisting racisms.

**The Wisdom of the Serpent**

Joseph L. Henderson 2017-06-28 SHAMAN AND SERPENT In the tradition of Jungian analysis, a psychiatrist and an anthropologist explore the meanings and manifestations of death through ritual, religion and myth. The knowledge that he must die is the force that drives man to create. The tribal initiation of the shaman, the archetype of the serpent, exists universally in man’s experience, exemplifying the death of the Self and a rebirth into a transcendent, “unknowable” life. In The Wisdom of the Serpent: The Myths of Death, Rebirth and Resurrection, first published in 1963, the authors trace the images and patterns of psychic liberation through personal encounter, the cycles of nature, spiritual teaching religious texts, myths of resurrection, poems and epics. They translate these elements of common human experience into a them for modern man: the
reinterpretation of the individual
freed from the mortal boundaries of
the Self. First published in 1963,
this classic work in analytical
psychology includes notes on the
illustrations, appendix and
references.

Dancing the Wheel of Psychological
Types Mary Loomis 1991-09-01 "Mary
Loomis's book shows truly how all
great paths of knowledge are
interwoven. All are part of the great
Medicine Wheel of life". -- Sun Bear
Land, Weather, Seasons, Insects
Dennis L. Merritt 2013-03-01 The
Dairy Farmer's Guide to the Universe
Volume IV explores the environment,
with the Midwest as an example, using
traditional Jungian and Hillmanian
approaches to deepen our connection
with the land, the seasons, and
insects. The Dalai Lama said how we
relate to insects is very important
for what it reveals much about a
culture's relationship with the
psyche and nature. . ." I had several
Big Dreams in my last year of
training at the Jung Institute in
Zurich, including a single image
dream of a typical Wisconsin pasture
or meadow scene. This was the most
beautiful landscape I have ever seen
because it shown with an inner light,
what Jung called a numinous or sacred
dream. Since returning to Wisconsin I
have let the mystery and power of
that dream inspire me to learn and
experience as much as possible about
the land and the seasons of the upper
Midwest, a process of turning a
landscape into a soulscape. The means
of doing this are presented in Land,
Weather, Seasons, Insects: An
Archetypal View, volume IV of The
Dairy Farmer's Guide to the Universe-
Jung, Hermes, and Ecopsychology. This
involves the use of science, myths,
symbols, dreams, Native American
spirituality, imaginal psychology and
the I Ching. It is an approach that
can be used to develop a deep
connection with any landscape,
meeting one of the goals of
ecopsychology. Carl Sagan believed
that unless we can re-establish a
sense of the sacred about the earth,
the forces leading to its destruction
will be too powerful to avert."
--Dennis L. Merritt
Front Cover: A
Monarch butterfly on 'Buddleia' in
Olbrich Gardens, Madison, Wisconsin.
This "King of the Butterflies" is
probably the best known of the North
American butterflies and is the
chosen image for the Entomological
Society of America. The caterpillar
feeds on the lowly milkweed, genus
'Asclepias,' named after the Greek
god of healing. The plant and the
insect are toxic to most organisms.
The insect is known for its uniquely
long and complicated migrations.
Photo by Chuck Heikkinen.
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Origins of the Gods Andrew Collins
2022-04-19 • Explores how our
ancestors used shamanic rituals at
sacred sites to create portals for
communication with nonhuman
intelligences • Shares supporting
evidence from the spiritual and
shamanic beliefs of more than 100
Native American tribes • Shows how
the earliest forms of shamanism began
at sites like Qesem Cave in Israel
more than 400,000 years ago From
Göbekli Tepe in Turkey to the
Egyptian pyramids, from the stone
circles of Europe to the mound
complexes of the Americas, Andrew
Collins and Gregory L. Little show
how, again and again, our ancestors
built permanent sites of ceremonial
activity where geomagnetic and
gravitational anomalies have been
recorded. They investigate how the
earliest forms of animism and
shamanism began at sites like the
Denisova Cave in the Altai Mountains
of Siberia and Qesem Cave in Israel
more than 400,000 years ago. They
explain how shamanic rituals and
altered states of consciousness combine with the natural forces of the earth to create portals for contact with otherworldly realms—in other words, the gods of our ancestors were the result of an interaction between human consciousness and transdimensional intelligence. The authors show how the spiritual and shamanic beliefs of more than 100 Native American tribes align with their theory, and they reveal how some of these shamanic transdimensional portals are still active, sharing vivid examples from Skinwalker Ranch in Utah and Bempton in northern England. Ultimately, Collins and Little show how our modern disconnection from nature and lack of a fully visible night sky makes the manifestations from these ultraterrestrial intelligences seem random. If we can restore our spiritual connections, perhaps we can once again communicate with the higher dimensional beings who triggered the advancements of our earliest ancestors.

The You Code
James Sheridan
2020-11-17 Don't change who you are. Awaken to it. No matter what you've been through in life, there is a force inside you that has not and cannot be taken away from you because it is you. Its spirit is irrepressible and indestructible, and this is your search and rescue mission for it. "Fantastic and groundbreaking... This remarkable book has won a place on my bookshelf with The 5 Love Languages. Everyone should read this book." -Jack Canfield, New York Times bestselling co-author of Chicken Soup for the Soul® and The Success Principles™

International bestselling author James Sheridan uncovers the missing connections between ancient history, genetics, and a forgotten but powerful psychological theory. The YOU Code defies the conventional self-improvement message of changing who you are, and instead invites you to awaken to your true self. This groundbreaking self-improvement system also succinctly shows you: How your purpose in life is derived from your ancient and hidden lineage peace and clarity from a life built on your predestined definition of "success" Why every relationship has genetic flashpoints, and how to master them The three ancient truths that cut through all the health and diet confusion The two sacred cycles that grant you mastery of money This provocative page-turner provides definitive answers to the most important questions you'll ever ask yourself: "Who am I and why am I here?" It's time to discover what you once were and what's still living inside you, awaiting rebirth. James Sheridan is an international bestselling author, speaker, and entrepreneur. His first book, The Pandora Prescription, is a fact-based novel written to expose a medical cover-up. Sheridan has dedicated the last twenty years to finding the definitive answers for humanity's biggest questions, and his new, groundbreaking book, The You Code, represents the conclusion of his quest. You can connect with James at www.JamesSheridan.com.

Gateway to The Heavens
Karen L. French 2014-05-20 Simple geometric shapes and symbols combine to make the universal, powerful, sacred model Karen French calls Gateway to the Heavens. In this book, French explains the meaning and purpose of these shapes, how they mold our reality and perception of it and how they have a direct bearing on what you are and why you are here. These shapes and symbols contain messages that have been consistently represented in religion, philosophy, mythology, mysticism, the arts and sciences. Their messages are built
into our genetic make-up and we recognize them instinctively. The book is divided up into 3 parts. Part 1 covers the properties of the basic geometric shapes and numbers. Part 2 describes how these, in turn, form layers of construction, creating principals that are fundamental to the purpose of the universe; the spiral sustains reality, the cross highlighting the central point of existence and the heart is where we weigh up our choices. Part 3 describes how we can use these principals to create positive change in our lives by helping us to expand our awareness of reality.

The Trickster Suzanne Evertsen Lundquist 1991 The Winnebago Trickster Myth Cycle, containing Paul Radin's The Trickster, has significant notions about human nature useful to Western scholars. This text demonstrates how an interdisciplinary team of teachers challenged canons and Western presuppositions by introducing students to the Cycle.